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ABOUT US

Value Finance (VFT) and its aﬃliates are creating the ValueFi ecosystem. ValueFi is the issuer
of the VFT token and the operator of the ValueFi ecosystem.
The Value Finance team has recognized the importance of interoperability between
blockchains and, as such, is developing its products to transform and make the blockchain
space more cohesive. Taking that need into account, its primary set of products includes a
cross-chain bridge, a universal block explorer, and a multi-chain launchpad.
As the space continues to expand, the project plans to expand the ecosystem by creating its
own venture capital (VC) fund and adding both a merch store as well as an NFT collection
and marketplace. All of its services, products, and software tools are backed by the native
token, VFT, which can be used for transactions or staked in the VFT-BNB liquidity pool.
The ValueFi team has been working behind the scenes relentlessly, oﬀering consulting services and technical support to numerous projects. To solve challenges and help projects
even further, the team decided to expand its goals and team to embark on a new journey.
A journey of commitment to the continuous development of the crypto industry, through
the creation of needed blockchain tools and services, funding and advisory of new projects,
and expansion into the metaverse and novel trends.
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PROBLEMS

Several of the blockchain-based projects we see today are built using the code of existing protocols. These
“fork platforms”, as they are often called, are a copy of other platforms with a diﬀerent design and negligible changes.
However, innovative protocols also face diﬃcult challenges. Funding for new ventures may be hard to
secure, especially during bear markets, and there is always the prevalent threat of cybercrime. Blockchain
protocols, Decentralized Finance (DeFi) platforms in particular, oftentimes lose millions as they fall victim
to hackers. This problem stems from a lack of expertise in the ﬁeld of smart contract coding.
Current research demonstrates that we now have more blockchains operating than ever before. But, as
previously stated, there is still a growing need for interconnectivity between blockchains, be it Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM) compatible or not.
And ﬁnally, there is a need to bridge blockchain technology, including smart contracts and Decentralized
Autonomous Organizations (DAOs), into the real world. Organizations in agriculture, real estate, supply
chain, banking, healthcare, and numerous other industries can beneﬁt from the implementation of
blockchain. The needs of these companies, in terms of advisory and ﬁnding new partnerships, are vital to
easing their transition into web 3.0.
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SOLUTIONS
ValueFi intends to oﬀer various innovative services for users and tools to
support the development of blockchain-based startups and the migration
of existing businesses into web 3.0.

Backed by a team of expert developers and marketing specialists, ValueFi’s
main goal is to service the industry by solving the aforementioned problems and contribute to the growth, eﬃciency, and interoperability of decentralized technologies.
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VALUEFI MERCH STORE
ValueFinance will launch its own merchandise store, showcasing all of its software tools,
decentralized applications (dApps), as well as VFT branded merchandising. New projects
will ﬁnd our products and packages incredibly useful for kickstarting their protocols.
Users paying with the ValueFi token will receive discounts on all purchases and a portion
of sales from the merchandise store will be distributed among token holders.
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VALUEFI STAKE
A catalyst for ValueFi will be the deployment of its VFT Stake dApp. It has been developed
to enable users to stake VFT, or any other supported third-party token, and receive
rewards in the form of VFT and multiple other tokens.
Staking is available through a periodic lock-up feature that allows users to choose between a stake duration lock-up of 7 days, 1 month, or 3 months. The diﬀerent lock-up periods
guarantee APYs of 15%, 20%, and 25% respectively.
Also, the VFT stake dApp features a leaderboard and referral mechanism, which rewards
users 0.1% for each referral. By incentivizing users to invite friends into the platform, ValueFi aims to expand its already established community.
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VALUEFI PAD
One of the core values of ValueFi is to serve as an incubator for blockchain-based
startups. As such, creating a secure launchpad for new projects to receive funding
and kickstart their development is one of the project’s top priorities.
Beyond helping with funding, projects fundraising on the ValueFi launchpad will also
receive privileged access to marketing and advisory services, as well as software tools
that they can easily implement into their protocols.
The VFT is the cornerstone that will support all of ValueFinance’s services. By staking
VFT, token holders will be allowed to invest in promising projects at an early stage of
development, where the growth potential is at its peak. Not only that but new
projects will be required to own the VFT token to gain access to the toolset.
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VALUEFI CROSS
-CHAIN BRIDGE
Adopting a blockchain-agnostic approach to the industry, ValueFi is
designing a cross-chain bridge as one of its ﬁrst products. The
bridge will allow projects to migrate and share their tokens, as well
as functionalities, between multiple chains. In doing so, projects
can expand their reach and ﬁnd new users on diﬀerent ecosystems, such as Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, Ethereum, or Heco.
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VALUEFI MULTI-CHAIN SCAN
A multi-chain block explorer will be integrated within the ValueFi ecosystem, allowing the crypto community at large to verify the details and transaction history
of the VFT token, and almost any coin/token, under a uniﬁed and easy-to-use
interface.
In other words, ValueFi developers aim to build a block explorer that will provide
basic information on all the prominent blockchains, including Ethereum (ETH),
Binance Smart Chain (BSC), Polygon (MATIC), and Solana (SOL).
Portfolio tracking and other management tools, available across multiple chains,
will also be added to further development stages.
rent chains.
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VALUEFI CAPITAL
Value Finance Capital will use its funds to invest in early-stage funding of other
projects. Token holders will then receive a portion of the proﬁts generated through
the investment depending on their tier level, which is calculated based on the
number of ValueFi tokens held in their wallets.
The community of token holders will also be able to vote and eﬀectively decide which
projects to invest in next. The funds from Value Finance Capital will also be diversiﬁed
into real estate investments, a yield farming pool for the ValueFi token, and a systematic buyback of tokens to burn and increase the scarcity of ValueFi tokens.
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VALUEFI FINANCE CHARITY
Giving back to humanity is the most beautiful thing or step most of us need to do to
save humanity from the ongoing epidemics and other kinds such as orphanages.
The world will be a better place if we simply understand that all hands are not equal.
And being the voice of the voiceless is our mission in helping humanity through our
value ﬁnance charity platform.
We also must work together with various reputable charities in fulﬁlling the goals of
which our charity platform is created for. Also in our tokenomics a percentage has
been marked out for charity development.
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TOKENOMICS & TOKEN ALLOCATION TABLE
Public sales
(IDO)
53,333,333 - No VESTING,
Release after sales

13%

Marketing
(IDO)
48,000,000 - 30% 15 days release
after sales & release 80% 6month)

12%

6.4%

Team

25,600,000 - Locked 1yr

46,400,000 - 20% release in 5
month time, rest 80%1yr Vesting

Foundation

20%

Partnership
11.5%
/Research

Pancake Lp

80,000,000 - 2yrs Locked

Product
64,000,000 - 6 Month Lock

16%

11.6%

46,000,000 - 6 month locked

Advisory
12,000,000 - 6 month lock

3%

Burn
(1% quarterly burn from
supply forever )

Charity
10,000,000 - ( Locked. 0.5% to
be unlocked in Q3 for Charity
Development)

3.6%
2.5%

Token Name: Value Finance
Symbol: VFT
TOTAL SUPPLY: 400,000,000.00

CONTRACT ADDRESS

Token Sale Allocation/Vesting Period
Our IDO will be on AVN Pad platform
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VALUEFI IDO SALE
Max.Total supply: 400,000,000.00
Softcap: $400,000
Hardcap: 1300 BNB
(60% Lock for a year for liquidity)

Liquidity VFT : 14,444,444 VFT
Public (IDO Price) : 0.015$/VFT
Listing price: 0.000054 BNB ($0.02)
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USE OF FUNDS
Liquidity

Rest amount

Protect

AVN fee

60%

40%

30%

10%

780 BNB

520 BNB

156 BNB

130 BNB

Smart Contract Audited by Solid Proof

Return after 3 days

VFT: 234 BNB
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PARTNERSHIPS
Currently we’re still in development stages and believe with our
concept we will have more partners. But our ﬁrst partnership will
be from AVNRich Pad as we look forward to raising funds on their
platform.
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METAVERSE &
GAME DEVELOPMENT
Metaverse (web3) has been the latest developments on blockchain even if the
concept wasn’t implemented recently as they’ve been platforms that already
foreseen or developed on web3 such as Mana, TVK, axis’s inﬁnity and many
GameFI projects.
We’re always keen to adapt towards any latest innovations within the
blockchain sphere inorder to serve our project partners or have sources to
provide for other platforms that develop on web3.
We will partner with game companies or as well hire more technical teams
and artists to cohort with us in achieving this development. Our goal is to
build a metaverse solid game for our token and also create revenue within the
Merch store.
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NFT COLLECTION
& NFT MARKETPLACE
ValueFi nft market place will be launched across all chains supported by
the project, this marketplace will be suitable for nft producers, collectors
and anyone interested in nft as well while supporting Minting, purchase
and selling of nft across all chains in the most seamless way ever.
Also this will help with our metaverse game project by creating game components that can be traded on our NFT store. Those game components will
also have advantages or can be utilised in our gaming system.
Further plans to explore Soulbound Tokens (SBT), and other NFT-related
trends, will be added to the roadmap as the crypto space evolves. We’ll
create a wallet around SBTs and make them a part of our governance
model by 2023.
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VALUEFI ROADMAP
Q1/Q2 2022

Q3 2022
Value Merch Store (VMS)
Development of ValueFi Pad
Cross chain Development
Multi-Chain Dapp Wallet
Charity Site Development & Partners

Community development
Fundraising (Seed or AVN launchPad)
Listing on pancake
Fast track listing on CMC and CG
Stake & Lending
Cex listing
ValueFi capital Investment Launch
Ambassador program
Multi-Chain Scan Dapp Beta
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Q4 2022.
Metaverse - Value Finance research
towards metaverse, partnering with
metaverse related projects and
product building together
Metaverse game partnerships

Q4
Background research and collection
of information
Gathering of personnel to lead
the project
General review of ﬁndings and
Start of development

Development/testing and the
launch of ValueFi NFT MarketPlace.
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VALUEFI CORE TEAM

Luka
Anthony

Civa
kumar

CryptoChidi
Samuel

Nurik
Matyakubov

(Founder/C.E.O)
(C.E.O / Founder)

(Co-Founder/CTO)
(C.T.O)

(Co-Founder/B.D,)
(B.D)

(Co-Founder/C.M.)
(C.O.O)
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SOCIAL HANDLES
Official website: https://valueﬁnance.io
Discord: https: discord.gg/DRrWD6yQbt
YouTube: https: youtube.com/channel/UCt9Gzxjqe1lTUZzFLum0x4W
Medium: https: medium.com/@ValueFi
Channel: https: t.me/ValueFiann
Group: https: t.me/ValueFichat
GitHub: https: github.com/ValueFi
Twitter: https: twitter.com/valueﬁnance_
Instagram: https: Instagram.com/valueﬁnance_
Facebook: https: www.facebook.com/proﬁle.php?id=100076642383974

